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Plenty of Change

The prime minister is hoping that the start of the car-

bon price on 1 July will change her political fortunes,

and likewise environmental companies and investors

hope it will improve their fortunes too.

If it happens, change is likely to be faster for the

prime minister than for investors. It will take a lot to

change investor sentiment towards equities, even more

towards the out-of-fashion cleantech sector.

A good start to the carbon price would be helpful, as

it will need time to prove itself and win public confi-

dence. It also remains to be seen how much of a boost it

gives to clean energy businesses and stocks.

Other events could help. Another 800 points on the

stock market would be a big hit, but unlikely in the short

term. A good profit season in August and September

would go down well, but may also be a big ask. While

Tony Abbott losing the Liberal Party leadership or the

next election would seem to be essential.

Another piece of good news from the government

was the passage though the Lower House of the legisla-

tion for the Clean Energy Finance Corporation.

The CEFC is much anticipated by clean energy

companies and investors. The government will provide

$2 billion each year for five years, making it big enough

to give a real boost to the supply of capital.

It was reported that Treasury estimates unsuccessful

projects could mean the CEFC loses 7.5 per cent of the

capital it invests. Losing some capital is fine if the over-

all result is positive. That’s business.

The CEFC will aim to make a profit of 4 per cent a

year. Let’s hope it gets there. The expected public focus

on the loss makers will be toothless if the CEFC makes

money and proves the doomsayers wrong. So it is im-

portant that the CEFC has commercial rigour and is

seen as profit driven, not as a supplier of easy money.

There has also been movement with the first ap-

pointments to the board of the Australian Renewable

Energy Agency. ARENA also commences on 1 July as

a key part of Labor’s Clean Energy Future package.

By consolidating $3.2 billion in grants for renew-

able energy innovation, it will give another boost to the

capital supply for cleantech companies and investors.

So the Federal Government has put in place three

big guns to support the clean energy sector. But the

good news is being lost in the greater dramas on the po-

litical and stock market stages.

It is a shame that two of the big guns, the carbon

price and the CEFC, are in the Oppositions sights. Un-

certainty will rule until the next election, which is what

the Opposition seems to want.

The good news for environmental investors is also

being lost in the share market’s more massive woes

about the US, Europe and China. Even positive interna-

tional news such as the phasing down of nuclear energy

in Germany and Japan, and South Korea moving to an

emissions trading scheme in January 2015, seem to

have had little impact on sentiment.

For environmental investors, the times seem to be

about waiting, reading the signs, and working on the

positioning and quality of their portfolios.

With that in mind it might be worthwhile to finish

with a quick look at the not insignificant changes to the

universe of environmental equities in recent times.

A positive change was the acquisition of DoloMa-

trix International by TOX Free Solutions, helping to

turn TOX into a larger and more attractive stock.

Some of the other losses were not as elegant.

The Credit Suisse PL 100 World Water Trust was

delisted after reaching its five year maturity date. It was

good to have the option of investing in the international

water sector. But the fund was lucky to close with its

unit price close to its issue price, thanks to consistent

buying over the years by its responsible entity.

CVC Sustainable Investments has not been accept-

ing new investments for a while and is selling assets

and returning capital. It may have another life but its fu-

ture is not yet official.

Eco Investor ceased coverage of Origin Energy and

AGL Energy thanks to their new found love of coal. We

ceased coverage of Green Rock Energy thanks to its

new found love of oil, and of Southern Crown Re-

sources because it is giving up on rare earths.

Some innovative micro caps have gone out of busi-

ness. Sustainable flooring maker Style said it was a vic-

tim of fraud and called in the voluntary administrator.

Intelligent Solar closed with the solar feed-in-tariffs.

Water engineer Hydrotech is selling its assets to

management and looking for other opportunities. WAG

was going to buy Pacific Pyrolysis and become a bio-

char company but failed to raise the capital.

Water from air innovator Island Sky is still around

but looking to sell a majority stake in its technology to

someone who can commercialize it.

On the plus side, Eco Investor recently added Ger-

ard Lighting and Aspen Parks Property Trust as core se-

curities. Late last year we added energy efficiency

company Energy Action as a satellite security and elec-

tric motorcycle maker Vmoto as a pre profit security.

Early this year we added solar company K2 Energy

and, with this issue, bacteria to bioethanol micro cap

Actinogen, as pre revenue securities.

Plenty of change indeed.
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Understanding the Ups and
Downs of GWA’s Shares

As a building fixtures supplier, GWA Group’s busi-

ness is closely tied to the housing sector. So too is its

share price. In the month from 14 March to 16 April

GWA’s shares fell 44 cents or 19 per cent, from $2.28

to a three year low of $1.84. GWA made no substantial

announcements before the fall. But there was an

anouncement by the Australian Bureau of Statistics

(ABS) about dwelling commencements that may have

alerted canny investors or spooked fearful investors and

is worth taking a close look at.

Although it is not possible to say with absolute cer-

tainty that the ABS announcement precipitated the fall,

the relationship looks very strong.

The shares were about $2.28 when the ABS an-

nouncement came out on 14 March, and within a week

the shares began a steady decline that a month later bot-

tomed at $1.84. Along the way, on 10 April when the

shares opened at $1.99, their fall was further assisted by

a negative trading update. The shares are yet to recover

and remain around $1.95.

The ABS annoucement was its quarterly report -

Dwelling Unit Commencements, Australia, Prelimi-

nary, Dec 2011. This showed that the number of new

dwellngs that had commenced construction in the De-

cember quarter were 34,122, a fall of 5.8 per cent on the

September quarter and a fall of 14 per cent on the De-

cember 2010 quarter.

New dwellings are the key market for GWA, as new

houses and flats need kitchen and bathroom fittings, hot

water heaters, heating and cooling, door handles and

locks and all the other home products supplied by

GWA.

GWA’s trading update mentioned the lower dwell-

ing commencements as one of three key factors affect-

ing market conditions in the March quarter.

The company said “Trading conditions have been

more difficult than expected in our market guidance

provided in February 2012. This is due to adverse

weather conditions on the East Coast during March,

more evidence of a slow down in demand as a flow on

from the 14 per cent decline in dwelling commence-

ments for the December 2011 quarter, and lower sales

of Dux environmental water heaters following the Gov-

ernment announcement on 28 February to immediately

cease rebates on these products.”

The trading update clearly shows that the company

considers dwelling commencemts to be a key factor af-

fecting its performnce. Thus seasoned GWA investors

are also likely to think so. The majority of the share

price fall occurred before the trading update, so some-

thing must have alerted investors, and in the absence of

an announcement by the company, dwelling com-

mencements or other building related data are obvious

candidates.

The renovation market is also important to GWA,

but it is a lot smaller. In the December quarter, new resi-

dential building commencements had a total value of

$9.3 billion, while alterations and additions had a total

value of $1.8 billion. The latter are those approved by

Councils, so do not include minor improvements,

which are unlikely to change the ratio much.

The trend for the value of commencements was also

down. The total of new residential building commence-

ments in the December quarter was $9.37 billion, down

from $10.19 billion in the September quarter and

$10.48 billion in the December 2010 quarter,

Likewise, alterations and additions at $1.86 billion

were down on the $1.96 billion in the September quar-

ter and the $2 billion in the December 2010 quarter.

The trading update also mentions the NSW market.

“Commenting on the market conditions Managing Di-

rector, Mr Peter Crowley said “we are particularly dis-

appointed in the performance of the New South Wales

market. There were a number of issues with flooding

and poor weather restricting access to homes to com-

plete construction projects but there is no doubt under-

lying demand is weaker than expected”.”
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The ABS data on the number of new dwellings com-

menced in NSW confirms this. The ABS has three

types of data: original, seasonally adjusted, and trend.

From the September to the December quarter, only the

original data shows a noteworthy increase, the season-

ally adjusted increase is marginal, and for the trend data

there is a noteable decrease. For the December 10 to

December 11 quarters, there are decreases for all three

data sets, with the trend decrease significant.

Also worth noting is that the NSW floods occurred

in January and February and so would have exacerbated

the underlying weak demand that the company refers

to. Perhaps it would have taken an experienced investor

to pick the effects of the floods, particularly as they

were mostly in rural areas.

But interested investors could have identified the

weak demand through the ABS data. For those wanting

to follow the data in future, the job is made easy as the

quarterly report includes the dates for future reports. So

we know that the March 2012 quarter data will be is-

sued on 20 June and the June quarter report on 12 Sep-

tember.

The ABS data is a broad measure of demand and

trend; it indicates the general level of demand for build-

ing products. As dwellings generally take from three to

six months to compete, the data indicates possible reve-

nue movements out to seven or eight months or so.

What would also help investors is data on the sales

of specific items, such as water heaters, and better still a

breakdown by types such as solar, gas, heat pump and

electric, that could be correlated with GWA’s product

range. However if it exists such data is hard to find.

Another data set that would greatly help investors is

GWA’s market share for its product range. Again, Eco

Investor was not able to find any data on this.

So at this stage broad trends in demand as indicated

by the ABS data are probably the best that investors can

hope for.

GWA’s tradng update does not apportion the degree
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of influence on its reduced earnings outlook between

the three factors it mentions: dwelling commence-

ments, government policy and the floods.

But we can work it out on its share price. The floods

were known about in January, but don’t seem to have

had much affect as the shares rose in this period. The

government policy to cease rebates on environmental

water heaters was announced on 28 February, and the

shares immediately fell but soon recovered. The ABS

dwellings data came out on 14 March and soon after the

shares fell to a three year low. In terms of trying to pick

GWA’s possible share price movements, and in the ab-

sence of other candidates, the ABS data seems to be the

most likely cause.

But as we are talking about the stock market, there is

always a chance it may be different next time. The ABS

data is a measure of underlying demand, but it may not

always be sufficient to predict or explain GWA’s share

price movements, nor how much affect that demand

may have.

Matching GWA’s share price movements with the

ABS data releases over the past two years shows some

correlation, but more so in broad trend than for specific

quarterly data. When dwelling commencements were

rising, the share price generally followed; when, like

now, they were falling so to did the share price. But the

latest release has the strongest correlation and the big-

gest movement. Most previous releases coincide with

some rises and falls but not as clearly.

Investors who want to try to look a little further into
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the future might also find interestng the ABS’s monthly

data on Building Approvals. This shows that the

number of dwellings approved fell 8.7 per cent in April

in seasonally adjusted terms following a rise of 6 per

cent in March. The value of building approvals fell 5.4

per cent in April and has fallen for three months. The

value of residential building fell 6.7 per cent.

The dwelling commencements and approvals are

very useful data to factor into the other factors that can

affect demand for GWA’s products, and its profitability

and share price. (ASX: GWA)

Finding Value in TOX Free
Solutions

Damien Lynch

Managing Director

August Investments Pty Ltd

It may not be generally appreciated that fund

managers spend a lot of time researching investments

which they never invest in. Even companies which

initially look very promising may end up on the

rejected list based on value investing considerations.

Sometimes this can apply to companies in a healthy

financial position.

A recent example for August Investments is re-

search into TOX Free Solutions Ltd (ASX: TOX). Tox

Free Solutions is a favourite with cleantech investors.

The company is an integrated waste management and

environmental service provider. The company provides

a range of waste management services including haz-

ardous and non hazardous waste disposal, solid waste

management and recycling, liquid waste treatment and

household hazardous waste collection. The recycling of

hazardous waste chemicals is a positive environmental

benefit. It has diverse contracts operating on 23 sites in

Australia and looks to using these to also service new

contracts in future.

At first sight Tox Free Solutions is an obvious in-

vestment based on exceptional growth in its financial

ratios over time. As an example, for the 2010/11 finan-

cial year:

* Total revenue up 43.9 per cent to $144.2 million

(US$153.8 million)

* Net profit growth 49.0 per cent to $11.9 million

(US$12.7 million)

* EPS growth 33.3 per cent to 12.0 cents (US12.8

cents)

* Interest is covered by profit to 7.8 times, an im-
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provement of 53.7 per cent

* A 5-year track record of positive earnings growth

* Total debt to net tangible assets down from 50.8

per cent to 36.1 per cent

* Dividend up 50 per cent to 3 cents per share

* The share price has grown strongly from a low of

$0.064 in 2004. (see graph.)

The exceptional growth continued for the half year

to December 2012. Year-on-year comparisons were:

* net profit growth up 130.8 per cent to $7.9 million

* Earnings per share up 100.0 per cent to 8.0 cents

per share.

However, while this growth is spectacular, when

current financial ratios are examined they are average at

best.

* Return on Equity is 11 per cent (before tax) - not

brilliant if there were to be no more growth.

* On the current share price of $2.50 the dividend

yield is 1.4 per cent, so continuing strong growth is cru-

cial to justify purchases at these prices.

* PE is a highish 14.8 times current earnings, with

an earnings yield on $2.50 of 7.5 per cent.

* Net Tangible Assets compared to the share price

are low $0.78 per share (0.31 times). A low NTA can be

acceptable for service organisations, but TOX is basi-

cally an old fashioned industrial operation and value

analysts look for NTA to share price of 0.6 or higher.

Delving deeper reveals a falling off in tight financial

control:

* Cost of sales ratios are increasing

* Occupancy costs and administration cost ratios are

increasing.

This is interesting, showing that cracks (albeit small

so far) are appearing in the business model. These will

need to be watched closely by the company to ensure

that slack does not creep into its operations.

The strong share price obviously factors in past

growth and the presumption that this growth will con-

tinue for a lot of years to come. We see this as just too

risky. What guarantee is there that they can keep grow-

ing the business when there are many competitors in the

marketplace? To be stuck with a dividend yield of 1.4

per cent and a possible large decline in the share price if

something goes wrong, or growth just slows down, is

not worth the potential upside.

So the company is generally well run and is generat-

ing exceptional returns historically with reasonable re-

turns currently, but the share price would seem to have

risen too far. If that price were to fall significantly, an

investment in Tox Free Solutions would represent bet-

ter value for the investor. But not at current price levels

of around $2.50.
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Gas as Transition Fuel Depends
on Price

The future of gas as an alternative fuel source is not

secure, even though it is widely viewed as the logical

replacement for coal in the power sector, says a joint

study by Standard & Poor’s Ratings and carbon and

clean energy analytics firm, RepuTex.

The paper forecasts the impact of the Australian

Carbon Price Mechanism on the National Electricity

Market (NEM) through to 2020, and which fuel sources

are likely to benefit most in the move away from coal

generation.

According to RepuTex executive director, Hugh

Grossman, the future of gas generation in Australia will

largely be determined by the outcomes for the gas price

and the carbon price beyond 2015.

“We anticipate gas generation will increase from 11

per cent of our total fuel mix, however the extent of that

win could be muted by the growth of export markets

from 2014 and the expected increase in gas price levels.

Any upturn in gas prices would see the operating costs

of gas generators spike with it, making them less com-

petitive relative to coal. Any gas price rise may there-

fore offset the effects of the carbon price, which would

otherwise be favourable to the sector,” he said.

The report models three gas and carbon price sce-

narios to show the likely effect on the fuel mix of the

NEM.

Scenario 1 is the carbon price as per Australian

Treasury modeling and gas prices for new entrants at

$4.50/gigajoule (GJ). Scenario 2 is the carbon price as

per Treasury modeling with new entrant gas prices ris-

ing to $7.50/GJ from 2015, reflecting the exposure of

gas to international pricing after the commencement of

liquefied natural gas (LNG) exports. Scenario 3 is the

carbon price hitting a floor in 2015 and remaining low,

with new entrant gas prices at $7.50/GJ.

The first scenario, under a static gas price and high

carbon price, is the only one to predict a surge in gas

generation, showing it rising rapidly from today’s 11

per cent to around 31 per cent by 2020.

The other two scenarios with higher gas pricing

show a more mixed picture. Scenario Two shows black

coal continuing its dominance, while a drop in brown

coal generation is covered by gas. Scenario Three

shows gas generation growing, but at a much slower

rate.

The report says a crucial assumption, particularly

for Scenario 2, is that black coal prices do not increase

enough that the carbon price shifts the relativities back

toward gas as in Scenario 1.

“The carbon tax may not be able to offset coal’s low

costs,” it says. “This is despite black expectations that

new thermal coal prices will increase as prior long term

low price contracts are renewed at levels in line with the

upward trend over the past few years (to about US$120

per metric tonne from less than US$30/ tonne 10 years

ago). The successful development of the Cobborra

mine by the New South Wales government (prices re-
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ported to be about A$30/ tonne) could help offset any

climb. Also, we expect fuel costs for the brown coal

plants in Victoria to remain low with no export parity

pricing. Indeed, the Loy Yang plants in Victoria have

the lowest shortrun marginal costs in the National Elec-

tricity Market.”

Each scenario forecasts that generation from renew-

able sources may fall short of the government’s target

of 20 per cent by 2020. RepuTex’s modeling suggests

that market share from renewables’ generation could

range from 14 to 17 per cent depending on market pric-

ing.

“Judging by the current small size of the renewables

pipeline, meeting the 2020 target could be a stretch.

Weak wholesale prices and the surplus of renewable

energy certificates (RECs) have affected investments in

renewables. Installed wind capacity would have to in-

crease by between 4,750 MW to 5,000 MW to reach the

2020 target,” said Mr Grossman.

Renewable Energy Target (RET) penalties may spur

investment in renewable generation; however if whole-

sale prices remain weak, it may be cheaper to pay the

penalty. “If wholesale electricity prices remain low, we

may see the market simply pay the RET market penalty

and absorb some uplift in average cost of supply. In that

context the price of carbon would need to rise signifi-

cantly to change the relative operating costs of coal, gas

and renewables.”

Mr Grossman says that “Overall, the prospects of

gas as a transition fuel are not clear-cut. In the near

term, we expect the gas price to increase and offset the

impact of the carbon price. Meeting carbon emission

targets would hinge on renewables - and more specifi-

cally the potential improvement of renewable technol-

ogy as a means to generate base load power. Should this

occur, we may see renewable generation leapfrog gas

altogether.”

The report says that “Australia’s gas industry is go-

ing through something of a golden age with the country

set to be one of the largest liquefied natural gas (LNG)

exporters.” But as many supply contracts are linked to

the oil price, this could lead to much higher gas prices

for power stations. This is “in contrast to the US where

the advent of large amounts of shale gas has seen steep

falls in gas prices over the past two years leading to

many utilities switching from coal to gas”.

“If conditions ultimately do not favor gas, the future

of climate change in the country hinges on renewables

technologies leaping ahead.”

The report says that “We believe the main role of

gas will be to cater to supplying peak rather than base

load power. Current trends point to increasing demand

for peak energy.”

Government data also shows that demand for gas for

power generation and other sectors of the local market

is growing strongly, so any big effects on local demand

due to pricing in the export market are medium to long

term considerations.

For investors, subdued future growth in gas for

power generation could slow the anticipated growth of

gas supply and distribution companies. But elsewhere

in the market investors could benefit from the expected

increase in prices for gas to service existing power de-
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mand, heating and the export market.

Investors need to watch the gas price, black and

brown coal prices, and the carbon price.

Another factor that could affect gas prices is that

Australia’s abundant gas supplies keep growing. A new

Government report, Australian Gas Resource Assess-

ment 2012, says gas is our third largest energy resource

after coal and uranium. As well as natural and coal

seam gas, “It is likely that Australia possesses signifi-

cant shale gas and tight gas resources, although as yet

these are poorly quantified as exploration for these

commodities within Australia has only recently com-

menced.”

It also says gas “is projected to be the fastest grow-

ing non-renewable energy source over the period to

2035. Gas is expected to significantly increase its share

of Australia’s energy production and exports over the

next few decades and make a greater contribution to

electricity generation.”

At 23 per cent, gas is the third largest contributor to

our primary energy consumption after coal and oil.

Australia’s primary gas consumption in 2009-10 was

1,371 petajoules or 1.2 trillion cubic feet, and is grow-

ing at 7.8 per cent per year.

Major gas companies followed by Eco Investor are

APA Group, DUET Group, Envestra, and Hastings Di-

versified Utilities Fund.

Satellite gas companies in the power sector are En-

ergy Developments, Energy Action, and ERM Power.

Pre profit securities are Ceramic Fuel Cells, Pacific En-

ergy, and WestSide Corporation. Pre revenue compa-

nies are Blue Energy and Metgasco.
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A Hard Road Recycling Tyres

The problems around recycling used tyres have been

with us for a long time, especially what to do with the

salvaged materials and how to recyle them profitably.

The first may be under control with Austrralia having a

growing and unmet demand for feedstock from waste

tyres, but the issue of profitability is still far from

solved, especially for investors.

Reclaim Industries tried and failed and was bought

out by relative newcomer Carbon Polymers. But de-

spite its promise and considerable restructuring, Car-

bon Polymers is in the midst of its own issues,

particularly around lack of capital and a collapsing

share price.

A former minerals and energy explorer and invest-

ment company, Nullarbor Holdings changed its name

to Carbon Polymers on 10 October 2010 to became a

focused tyre and plastics recycler. Since then its shares

have inexorably fallen from 44 cents to a recent low of

3.1 cents.

The latest leg down began in January and February,

despite a lack of substantial news, and in March the

company was suspended from trading for a week for

not lodging its half year results on time. The results, a

big increase in revenue to $0.75 million, were not

enough to prevent a loss of $2.53 million. Nor did they

move the share price much.

However, the half year report did expose a low cash

position and total current assets of only $1.3 million.

The company quickly received an ASX query over the

auditor's Qualified Conclusion about the carrying val-

ues of some assets, unfunded commitments of $7.8 mil-

lion to purchase properties, its net current asset

deficiency and negative working capital position, and

uncertainty regarding its continuation as a going con-

cern.

It was clear the company needed fresh capital and

told the ASX it was preparing a rights issue. The rights

issue for up to $2.8 million opened on 8 May, but in the

intervening time the company's shares halved from 20

cents to 11 cents.

The offer was three shares for five. The price of 4

cents per share was a very substantial discount on the

last traded price of 11 cents. The company hoped this

would encourage all shareholders to subscribe for their

entitlement.

Such big discounts sometimes work well for exist-

ing shareholders. WestSide Corporation did it recently

with an offer at 25 cents per share when its shares were

at 42 cents, and it paid off with the shares remaining

around 40 cents to give shareholders a quick profit. But

during the offer WestSide had Liquefied Natural Gas

Ltd doing due dilignce on a possible takeover offer, and

no doubt that helped keep the share price high.

Carbon Polymers had no such support and during

the offer its share price fell to below the offer price,

though on low volume. Only in the last couple of days

before the close did the share price get back above 4

cents.

In the end the rights issue raised $2.3 million. But it

was heavily supported by directors who provided $1.9

million of this. It's good to know they have faith. They

will now try to place the shortfall of $492,000 and have

two months to do this.

The successful raising is good news. But loyal

shareholders have taken a hit. The big question is can

and how long will it take for the shares to recover?

The other question is whether the capital raised is

enough?

The company has two properties to pay for. It has
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negotiated a delay until September for settling on the

property at Smithfield and a delay to July for the prop-

erty at Fairfield, both in Sydney.

The vendors of the Smithfield property are the three

major shareholders of Carbon Polymers, and the com-

pany believes a further delay in settling is possible if it

needs it. In regard to the Fairfield property, it said it is

negotiating a facility to fund the acquisition either di-

rectly or through the support of directors.

The other issue is that back in October 2010 direc-

tors told shareholders that "We do not anticipate any

capital raising from investors and will utilize internal

cashflows to fund current growth". It took less than 18

months to prove that incorrect.

In the company's defence it can be said that since

making that statement it has acquired three tyre recy-

cling businesses - Reclaim Industries, Pincott's Re-

treading Services, and Tyre Recycling Group.

It also has plans to upgrade and increase its commer-

cial capacity, which it says should result in net positive

cashflows. According to the company, only 25 per cent

of Australia's tyre feedstock is recycled, and the de-

mand for the end product is five times greater than the

supply. So the opportunity is big.

Despite its current issues, Carbon Polymers is Aus-

tralia's largest listed tyre recycler and is in a good posi-

tion to make tyre recycling in Australia profitable. If the

company can get its balance sheet and cashflow looking

good and focus on the main game, the share price

should follow. But it needs more time, more capital or

finance, and skilful management. (ASX: CBP)
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Bioethanol from Bacteria and
Waste

Bioenergy investors now have a speculative bio-

ethanol company to follow with Actinogen commer-

cializing a technology to produce commercial second

generation bioethanol from plants, newspapers and

other wastes.

Last November the company announced it can break

down cellulose from these potential feedstocks and pro-

duce an enzyme called cellulase using bacteria called

actinomycetes, which are found in Western Australian

soil.

The feedstock being investigated by Actinogen is

waste glycerol, the disposal of which is said to be a

worldwide problem for the biodiesel industry. Using

waste glycerol from an Australian biodiesel company,

Actinogen is testing the production of sugars using the

cellulase from the glycerol. The sugars can then be used

for the production of bioethanol.

Once the tests are successfully completed, Actino-

gen plans to develop its method using other waste prod-

ucts such as straw, paper, sedge grasses and green

biomass.

The CSIRO has confirmed the technology can pro-

duce cellulases in volumes of at least 10 litres, and Acti-

nogen is now testing to see whether it can produce

cellulases from waste glycerol on a commercially com-

petitive scale.

The technology has two key commercial advan-

tages. Producing or buying cellulase is a big part of the

cost of second generation bioethanol, so using glycerol

waste should greatly reduce costs. The traditional

method of producing cellulases is in an anaerobic envi-

ronment at high temperatures, while Actinogen can

produce cellulase in an aerobic environment at room

temperature, which should also lower the cost.

Actinogen’s commercialization strategy is based on

a report by an independent expert, Dr Karne De Boer.

Dr De Boer is the managing director of Regenerate In-

dustries Pty Ltd, a Perth company that specializes in the

development of biodiesel plants, bioenergy cogenera-

tion plants and integrated renewable energy systems.

Dr De Boer has recommended a six stage strategy,

of which the first three stages have been completed.

The third stage was the quantification of sugar produc-

tion, an investigation of waste glycerol, and optimizing

bench top fermentations.

Phase 4 is a pilot plant, including its design, con-

struction, operation and optimization, and the develop-

ment of a cost model for producing sugars. The pilot

plant will use waste biomass to create enzymes that

produce sugars for fermentation into bioethanol. Acti-

nogen will measure the production of sugars and deter-

mine whether the process can be used in commercial

quantities, said director David Zohar.

If phase 4 is successful, phases 5 and 6 will begin

commercialization of the technology.

Actinogen is considering two commercial path-

ways. “The first pathway is to develop a “black box”

that takes in substrate (such as waste glycerol or paper)

and produces a cellulase rich liquid on site for other

bioethanol producers. The second pathway is to con-

struct Actinogen’s own bioethanol producing facility,”

said Mr Zohar.

Key questions for investors are how long the com-

mercialization process will take, and of course the capi-

tal costs to achieve it.

When asked by Eco Investor, Mr Zohar declined to

indicate how long commercialization may take, and the

capital required, but he did say “I think this could be a

really significant discovery in making second genera-

tion biofuels (from wastes and non food feedstocks)

into a reality. Imagine fuel cheaper than Mideastern oil

from wastes and low grade organic material. This is a

real possibility for the near future.”

In May the company tried to raise $1.2 million
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through an entitlement offer, but this fell well short and

raised only $212,200. The shortfall remains available

for subscription.

The raising may not have been assisted by news

from Mr Zohar that the Australian Securities and In-

vestments Commission alleges he committed three

breaches of the Corporations Act - that in August, Sep-

tember and October 2008 while he was a director of

Aluminex Limited, he “permitted the giving of infor-

mation which related to the affairs of Aluminex Lim-

ited which was false or misleading”. Mr Zohar is

defending the matter.

This probably explains Mr Zohar’s caution in an-

swering Eco Investor’s questions.

Before the entitlement offer Actinogen had assets of

only $694,560, and made a December half loss of $1

million. At the end of March it had cash of only

$214,000 so the entitlement offer has not solved its cash

and capital issues.

The company is not currently resourced to sustain

its cash burn and development expenses.

Nor is bioethanol its only project. Actinogen is a

biotechnology R&D company with several other inter-

esting but early stage high-tech projects, some in clean-

tech and some in healthcare.

Actinogen recently discovered a new way to pro-

duce Anacardic Acid, which is used in anti-corrosives

and elsewhere and may have uses in nanotechnology. It

sells for around $1,000 per gram.

The company says it has lodged provisional patents

or had significant results for new anti-

fungals, antibiotics and bio-degradation

of plastic and paper, and researched new

organic dyes and extracting metals from

ores.

It is also moving to commercialize a

range of biodegradable nappies and

products which contain eco-friendly

actinomycetes and so should biodegrade

much faster than current products.

It has isolated two other actinomyce-

tes that produce bioactive compounds

which it says show significant antibiotic

activity against the “superbug” Methi-

cillin Resistance Staphylococcus Au-

reus (MRSA) or Golden Staph and the

Vancomycin Resistant Enterococci

(VRE) bacteria.

Actinogen subsidiary Celgenics re-

searches cancer stem cells and Actino-

gen intends to search its Actinomycetes library for

agents that could kill or inhibit these.

Last month Actinogen announced the discovery of

actinomycetes that kill or inhibit pathogenic fungi in

grass and other plants. These may be useable to “natu-

rally biofumigate” soils and against fungi that kill

crops, grains, plantations and possibly, pending futher

tests, dieback in forests. Actinogen has applied for a

provisional patent and is looking for commercial part-

ners for the discovery.

The company is well versed in bacteria as in the

early 1980s associate professor David Keast, one of the

company’s directors, undertook a major study on Aus-

tralian soil actinomycetes. Actinogen is researching the

detection and isolation of WA soil actinomycetes to be-

come a leader in this field in Australia, and produce ac-

tive compounds with potential medical, agricultural

and industrial benefits.

The company has the options of selling or joint ven-

turing its discoveries and developments, and that would

get around the likely huge cost of commercializing

them itself. Actinogen says it intends to seek coopera-

tive programs by approaching companies with suitable

industrial and environmental problems.

Of the $1.2 million the company hoped to raise,

$700,000 was for commercializing the bioethanol re-

search, $200,000 for the anti-cancer research program,

and $100,000 for the antibiotics research program.

Actinogen floated in October 2007 at 50 cents per

share and is now trading at around 2.6 cents.

Actinogen is a biotech research company with

plenty of promising research and potential projects. But

it is very early stage, severely under-resourced, and

high risk. It suits investors who like a long term punt.

(ASX: ACW)
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Ideas Generator Creates Ocean
Thermal Energy Generator

Australian inventors have come up with all types of

world leading marine energy technologies including

wave, tidal, small hydro and run of river systems.

Another member of this impressive list is a technology

that creates energy from the difference between warm

and cool ocean waters, which is formally known as

ocean thermal energy conversion.

Just as ocean thermal energy technology is not as

well known as the other forms of marine energy, nor is

its Australian inventor an average everyday inventor.

Andy Karpisek started early and has been inventing for

over 50 years. One of his amazing achievement is to

have over 1,100 patents and patent applications.

Among the wide range of industries these cover are

materials handling, packaging, horticulture, medical

and scientific equipment, building products, consumer

products, and automotive products including a rotary

engine. On the environmental side he has developed a

greywater treatment system, an energy accumulator,

improved seawater desalination, and not one but four

variations of his ocean thermal energy converter tech-

nology.

Andy has over 200 products in the market and has

sold or assigned around 100 patents. One of these is an

improvement to the rotary clothes hoist, which he as-

signed to Hills Hoist. His innovation was a hoist with

single and double levels.

At present Andy is working to commercialize five

innovations - an enclosed Tubeveyor for materials han-

dling, a peritoneal dialysis system, the rotary combus-

tion motor, the ocean thermal energy converter

(OTEC), and a seawater desalination system that can be

used with the ocean thermal energy converter.

The four variations of the OTEC are a sea model, a

sea model with water desalination, an on land model,

and most recently while spending time in hospital he

devised a sea model that does not need pipes, which in

other systems typically extend deep into the ocean.

OTEC systems typically work by bringing deeper

and cooler ocean water to meet with warm surface wa-

ter to drive a heat engine. A typical engine uses the cold

water to reliquefy a gas and turn a turbine, and can work

24 hours a day.

Andy says that on an average day the

tropical seas absorb solar radiation with

the equivalent heat content of about 250

billion barrels of oil. Converting this solar

radiation to electricity produces non pol-

luting renewable energy that is always

available.

There are a number of experimental

projects around the world, such as in In-

dia, Hawaii and Guam. But Andy says

that many are too costly, some up to half a

billion dollars, and have engineering and

other problems.

One problem is pumping large vol-

umes of cold water to the surface, some

times from one kilometre deep. He cites

the Indian project with a large pipe seven

metres in diameter suspended from a

barge, but the barge must be anchored and

two pipes have been lost to the ocean.

Andy's company, Technosearch, does
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not need the long pipe. It uses a closed loop for cooling

refigerant and a secondary cooling system means it

needs a pipe that is only 200 metres deep. His brand

new variation eliminates the pipe altogether.

"Our system will eliminate or reduce the existing

problems, reduce the cost of plant dramatically, allow

the building of plants much closer to the shore, and ex-

tend into more temperate areas of the world's oceans

where an OTEC system could operate," says Andy.

"Technosearch has five provisional patent applica-

tions protecting various designs of our system, not only

exending it out of tropical waters, but onto land."

Technosearch has a 20 W working prototype. The

hardest part to get right on a larger system, he says, is

the turbine.

Technosearch's seawater desalination system works

with a modified version of the OTEC. It uses the warm

water and a desalination process based on a proven

principle.

Andy says the system offers reduced costs and

elimination of outside electrical input, providing lower

cost fresh water that can also be used for irrigation and

other purposes.

The next stage of commercialization is to raise $1.5

million to $2 million to build a working proof-of-

concept model in a factory. Andy has an information

memorandum for corporate and other investors who

will sign a non disclosure agreement.

Andy developed his first invention at 18 years of

age. A mechanical engineer from Czechoslavokia, he

came to Australia in 1952. For many years he was de-

velopment engineer R&D at Chep Australia in Sydney,

hence his many materials handling patents of which he

has assigned 43 to Brambles-Chep. He has also won

many awards.

A Hard Look at International
Cleantech

For many small to medium investors their invest-

ment options across asset classes are not great - cash,

term deposits, perhaps a direct property, Australian eq-

uities, and managed funds. International equities are of-

ten a missing asset class in smaller portfolios, even

though they are important to larger and wholesale in-

vestors.

It's not surprising. Shares in overseas companies are

harder to follow and have currency risk, and while man-

aged funds are safer than shares they are not for every-

body. Nor are overseas shares fairing well at present,

and the volatility of international sharemarkets during

the GFC will be remembered for a long time.

But fear should not blind investors to the benefits of

international equities. Key rationales for international

equities have always been diversification and the pros-

pect of future capital gain. Even in the current times, in-

ternational shares remain a good way to spread money

and in the longer term make money, as long as they are

chosen well.

Volatility, both up and down, can be reduced by in-

vesting through funds. But while there are many inter-

national equity funds for retail investors, there is really

only one option for environmental investors. That fund

is the Australian Ethical International Equities Trust,

which has a minimum initial investment level of

$20,000.

One reason there is so little choice is that the Inter-

national Equities Trust is the only retail fund left stand-

ing after several closed due to the tough times. Last

month the Credit Suisse PL100 World Water Trust was

delisted after reaching its maturity date. In prior years at

least three retail cleantech funds closed due to the GFC.

Australia has a small number of wholesale interna-

tional cleantech funds but with minimum investment

amounts of $0.5 million they are only for institutional

and very high net worth investors.

There are one of two ethical and sustainability funds

but international environmental shares are a minor or

small part of their portfolios.

Despite the lack of choice and competition, the In-

ternational Equities Trust has many positives.

Australian Ethical Investment is Australia's oldest

and greenest ethical fund manager with a long standing

commitment to the environment, it has a good invest-

ment track record, and it has always been open to retail

investors.

The Fund is also known as the Global Smart Energy

Fund and is focused on the theme of clean energy and

the environment.

It has some good risk management features. It only

invests in larger companies that have a minimum mar-

ket capitalization of $350 million, and it has a large

portfolio of around 45 stocks.

The Fund is well diversified across industry subsec-

tors. Its portfolio includes some of the biggest names in

solar, wind and geothermal energy, utilities, engineer-

ing, waste management, recycling, railways and public

transport. It also has exposure to less well known and

harder to access sectors and companies such as in cy-

cling, smart grids, insulation and others.

The Fund is well diversified geographically across

North America, Europe and Asia. Its one Australian

holding is Sims Metal Management.
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The Fund promotes itself as investing in "a wide

range of socially and environmentally attractive com-

panies which may not be available for investment in

Australia", and that it does. I imagine that the fund man-

agers who research and put together the portfolio would

find it interesting work indeed, and so too would inves-

tors who take the time to learn about the companies.

On the downside, there are two clear negatives.

The first is the Fund's poor investment performance

since it started in June 2007. In this case timing was

everything. The Fund started just before the GFC and

around the peak of the cleantech boom, and it has been

paying the price ever since. The $1 units are now worth

around 54 cents, so the Fund's original supporters have

not done well.

Not hedging currency risk would have added to its

volatility. Together with its single asset class and spe-

cialized theme, the manager's rating of the investment

as high risk is well justified.

Fortunately, as world stock markets have bottomed

and recovered, the rate of decline in the unit price has

slowed and for the past nine months the unit price has

stabilized. For investors who believe the worst is over

for global share markets, now may be the right time to

start thinking about how far away the recovery may be

and when to take a position.

The Fund recommends an investment horizon of at

least seven years, which should be long enough to offer

a reasonable hope of some strong market gains.

The second negative is the lack of a distribution. The

Fund has only ever paid one distribution and that was

five years ago, so this is purely a capital gain play.

For that reason, Eco Investor rates the International

Equities Trust as a Satellite Security.

Eco Tourism Opportunity in
Shark Bay

The Western Australian Government will soon re-

lease land for what it describes as an extraordinary eco

tourism investment opportunity in the Shark Bay World

Heritage Area. The site is in Francois Peron National

Park and about 10 kilometres north of Monkey Mia, it-

self a world famous nature tourism site.

The land is 131 hectares, relatively flat, and includes

the building site and a large environmental buffer. It is

just north of a large gully that leads to the beach, and

from the 50 metre high cliffs has views across the Shark

Bay Marine Park.

The 52,500 hectares François Péron National Park is

at the northern tip of the Peron Peninsula. It is described

as “arid scrublands, rolling sand plains, and spectacular

scenery which is really only accessible by 4WD. Its fea-

tures include scenic coastline with dramatic contrasts of

red cliffs, turquoise blue water and white beaches.

From the cliffs of François Péron, visitors may see bot-

tlenose dolphins, dugongs, green and loggerhead turtles

and large manta rays.”

Tourism minister Kim Hames said “Francois Peron

is a magnificent part of WA with its scenic coastline

featuring dramatic contrasts of red cliffs, pristine water

and clean beaches.”

Dr Hames said the site offers potential investors a

rare opportunity to create a responsible and sustainable

ecotourism experience. “The State Government is

looking for investors to create a unique, world-class

ecotourism experience of the same calibre as Sal Salis

at Ningaloo Reef, Karijini Eco Retreat or the award-

winning safari camps in Purnululu National Park,” he

said.

Each year Shark Bay attracts 100,000 visitors and

François Péron National Park attracts about 60,000

visitors.

Environment minister Bill Marmion said the land

will be released in August this year under the Nature-

bank program. “Naturebank is jointly managed by

Tourism Western Australia and the Department of En-

vironment and Conservation, with funding from Royal-

ties for Regions,” he said.

“Naturebank aims to release land for eco-friendly

accommodation, mainly in national parks and reserves,

and position WA as a premier ecotourism destination.

The Francois Peron site will be the fourth released un-

der the program.”
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Previous sites include a new safari camp in the foot-

hills of the Bungle Bungles in the Kimberley’s World

Heritage-listed Purnululu National Park, the Mt Hart

Wilderness Lodge in the King Leopold Ranges Conser-

vation Park, and Wharncliffe Mill in the Margaret

River region. The Purnululu and Mt Hart Naturebank

sites will be operating in the 2012 tourism season.

Regional Development minister Brendon Grylls

said Naturebank encouraged tourism operators to build

regional businesses by investing in ecotourism devel-

opments that create jobs and other business opportuni-

ties in regional WA.

WA has four World Heritage-listed areas at Shark

Bay, Purnululu National Park, the Ningaloo coast and

Fremantle Prison.

WA is aiming to become the premier ecotourism

destination in Australia.

The prospectus for the Francois Peron site is at

www.tourism.wa.gov.au/naturebank

Refurbished Offices With High
NABERS Outperform

Fully-refurbished office buildings with a high

NABERS energy rating outperform fully refurbished

office buildings with a low NABERS energy rating, ac-

cording to the Q1 2012 Green Property Investment In-

dex results.

Launched in early 2011, the IPD Australia Quarterly

Green Property Index measures the effect of Green Star

and NABERS energy ratings on investment perform-

ance. It is a broad measure of investment returns for

commercial property assets that hold a Green Star or

NABERS rating. Sponsored by DEXUS Property

Group, the index comprises property assets from 32

participants with a combined asset value of $50 billion

and represents 87 per cent of the IPD Australia’s com-

mercial office database by capital value.

Dr Anthony De Francesco, managing director of

IPD in Australia and New Zealand, said “This is the

first research to analyze the investment performance of

recently refurbished office buildings rated by NABERS

Energy. The strong growth in capital values for high

rated buildings clearly shows increasing demand for

these assets within the prime office segment.”

“The research suggests that to achieve return outper-

formance, any refurbished office building should be

aiming for a high NABERS energy rating. Owners who

improve the sustainability attributes of their buildings

are more likely to experience relatively stronger growth

in capital values and will mitigate downside risk in as-

set values.”

Michael Lane, Head of Corporate Responsibility

and Sustainability at DEXUS Property Group, said

“The IPD Australia Quarterly Green

Property Index continues to demon-

strate that investment performance

within the office sector can be en-

hanced through a focus on energy effi-

ciency. DEXUS remains on track to

record a 4.5 star average energy rating

across its office portfolio this year – an

achievement that will enhance the

value of our portfolio, future-proof our

assets and provide benefits to our in-

vestors, tenants and the environment.”

The survey shows that when look-

ing at the total Australian CBD office

market, high rated assets delivered an

annualized total return of 11.3 per cent

to March 2012, representing a 190 basis points (bps)

outperformance over the low rated assets which re-

turned 9.4 per cent.

The result is consistent when segmenting the dataset

for the Sydney and Melbourne CBDs. The high rated

Sydney CBD assets delivered an annualized total return

of 10.6 per cent, circa 200 bps higher than the low rated

assets which returned 8.6 per cent. Melbourne CBD of-

fice assets with a high NABERS Energy rating also de-

livered a circa 100 bps outperformance over the low

rated assets in the year to March 2012.

Prime office buildings with high NABERS energy

ratings of 4-6 stars outperformed the broader prime of-

fice market. Buildings refurbished recently, within 0-5

years, with a high NABERS energy rating significantly

outperformed assets with a low NABERS energy rating

of 0-3.5 stars, delivering an annualized total return to

March 2012 of 11.8 per cent and 8.7 per cent respec-

tively, representing a circa 290 bps outperformance.
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International Climate Bonds
Growing Fast

There are about US$174 billion in over 1,000

climate-themed bonds outstanding in the world, says

the report, Bonds and Climate Change: The State of the

Market in 2012.

These bonds were from 207 issuers, of which corpo-

rates – including listed, state-owned and private com-

panies – account for 82 per cent, development banks

and financial institutions 13 per cent, project bonds 3

per cent and municipal bonds 2 per cent.

The climate-themed bond universe is dominated by

the transport and energy sectors, which make up 85 per

cent of the total.

“The transition to a low-carbon, climate-resilient

economy will develop on the back of key parts of cur-

rent infrastructure (such as rail and water), supple-

mented by extensive additional investment in

low-carbon energy, efficiency improvements in build-

ings and industry as well as sustainable forests and agri-

culture,” it says.

The major countries in the climate bonds market are

UK, France, US, Switzerland, Germany, Russia,

Canada and China.

The report was commissioned by the HSBC Climate

Change Centre of Excellence and prepared by the Cli-

mate Bonds Initiative. It is a first estimate of the out-

standing global bond market size linked to key climate

change themes, and examines future drivers and trends

in the short term.

It also asks - How big is the market, What are the

key investment themes, Where are

the main regional markets, and What

is the market outlook?

It screened the global bond uni-

verse for seven themes: energy, trans-

port, buildings and industry, finance,

waste, water, and agriculture and for-

estry. Only bonds issued since 2005

were included.

Fully dedicated bonds were classi-

fied as climate-themed bonds. Be-

yond these, there could be another

US$204 billion of outstanding bonds

from issuers with more than 50 per

cent of revenues and activities linked

to the climate economy.

“In addition, we also identified a

further cUSD373 billion of bonds as

‘conditionally-aligned’. These are

from sectors or technologies that are

core to the climate economy, but

where more disclosure is required to

determine which bonds should be in-

cluded in our universe,” said the re-

port authors.

“Bonds will play a crucial role in

financing the transition to a low-

carbon, climate-resilient economy. Investor interest in

the asset class is growing,” says the report. “We expect

further growth in the climate-themed bond market over

the coming year.”

Key trends include: a broader range of issuance

from public finance institutions; progress in resolving

regulatory obstacles in the USA; growth in the project

bond market building on market momentum in the

USA and potentially the EU’s project bond initiative;

and expansion in the corporate bond market, particu-

larly from energy utilities and industrial energy effi-

ciency corporates.

The authors say the report could help to overcome

perceptions among investors that the climate bond mar-

ket is niche and lacking in scale and liquidity.
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Plenty to Be Positive About

This is an edited version of the Welcome Speech by

Victor Bivell at Eco Innovation Forum 2012

When we started putting together this Forum late

last year I did wonder how it would turn out. The signs

were not encouraging. Fears about the world economy,

and in financial markets, and a lot of consumer and in-

vestor caution in Australia.

Yet here we are today. We’ve got terrific sponsors.

A terrific venue. Terrific speakers, and a great set of

high quality delegates. Everything we need for a great

day has come together.

That’s positive. I’m so pleased and proud that the

cleantech sector has been able to make such a positive

statement.

So let’s maintain that attitude. I encourage all of you

to be positive. To look for the positive. And to encour-

age the positive in our sector.

For my part, what is most encouraging is that clean-

tech innovation is as strong as ever. The environment is

a natural area for innovation, and innovators such as

yourselves have kept the ideas coming. The fact you are

here today shows that you have ideas, that you want to

succeed, and you have hope that you will succeed.

Our sponsors, our speakers, everyone behind the Fo-

rum, also wants you to succeed. That’s what these fo-

rums are about - commercializing environmental

technologies and businesses, and maybe making that

job a bit easier.

So thank you to our sponsors: AusIndustry, Kix-

staart Innovation Group, and the Australian Small

Scale Offerings Board. It’s a cliche but it’s true. With-

out their support we wouldn’t be here today in such a

great spot and with such a good program.

Thanks also to our speakers. All of them have an im-

portant place in Australia’s commercialization infra-

structure. All of them have experience as

environmental investors or technology commercializ-

ers. And all of them can help you, in one way or an-

other, to achieve your goals.

Thanks also to all of you, our delegates. As in previ-

ous years, many of you have come from around Austra-

lia. Not just Sydney but country NSW, the ACT,

Victoria, Queensland, and South Australia.

That’s enough to again make this a national Forum,

and I’m grateful to all of you for making it so.

As with previous years, we have a wide range of

delegates from most environmental sectors - Solar en-

ergy, Waste to energy, Ocean energy, Tidal energy, Bio

energy, Bio char, Water and waste water management,

Lighting efficiency, Recycling, Pollution control, Car-

bon management, Organic food, Building products, In-

strumentation, Sustainable design and other leading

edge businesses.

It’s a great list, and it makes networking a real op-

portunity. The Forum has four networking sessions in-

cluding a terrific lunch, so stay for the whole Forum if

you can and make the most of it.

Later on a new group of delegates will join us for the

launch of the Australian Clean Technologies Competi-

tion, which is being organized and hosted by Australian
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CleanTech. All of you are invited to stay on and attend

the launch, and the fifth networking session at the end

will include drinks and canapes.

So if you’re commercializing an environmental

business, the best place to be today is right here.

I’ll close this introduction with a final but very posi-

tive observation.

We all know that raising risk capital is tough. It al-

ways is, and the current period is one of investor cau-

tion. I’ve already mentioned the global financial

markets. And we know that the political scene in Aus-

tralia is not as environmentally friendly as it could be.

Yet despite the times, there are many many clean-

tech companies raising risk capital. And most of that

money is being raised on the ASX.

As part of my research on Eco Investor magazine,

every week I am writing about small and micro cap

cleantech companies that have raised capital. It might

be $100,000, half a million, or $5 million. But just

about every week one or a few companies have made a

placement, a rights issue, a share purchase plan or had

options exercised.

To put some numbers on it. In the eight months from

August last year to April this year, Eco Investor has

written about 29 cleantech companies that have raised a

total of $93 million.

The ASX is Australia’s largest capital market and it

works. Even in these tough times. It works. So if it suits

your company, don’t ignore it.

I don’t buy the argument that companies can list too

soon. It would be good if every company that listed was

as big as BHP and paid a dividend, but that’s not reality.

The reality is that there are 800 or so junior resource

stocks on the ASX and no one ever says they listed too

soon. That’s because investors understand they are tak-

ing a punt.

So why can’t we have 800

junior cleantech stocks one

day? It’s not as far fetched as it

may sound. There are already

100 cleantech stocks on the

ASX and if every unlisted

cleantech company in Austra-

lia listed we’d have more than

800 tomorrow. That’s how

strong environmental innova-

tion is.

Yes, I know the IPO win-

dow is pretty stubborn at the

moment, but it won’t always

be that way. And you won’t go

wrong in the meantime by

building a base of loyal share-

holders.

All of our speakers today

can help you to build that

shareholder base, to commer-

cialize your innovation and to

build your business. Some of

you may end up on the ASX,

some may become corporate

acquisitions, lifestyle busi-

nesses, or remain private.

Whatever your business

plan, I know that our sponsors

and our speakers and every-

one who has contributed to the

Forum wants you to succeed,

and can help you achieve it.
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Smart Solutions in a Positive
Mood

By Philip Thomson

Eco Investor Media

The message from the Eco Innovation Forum for

2012 is that there are investors in Australia looking for

good ideas that are environmentally positive.

The opening of the Eco Innovation Forum by Victor

Bivell, the Managing Editor of Eco Investor, carried the

message that the industry for environmentally positive

products and companies still showed positive growth

and strong expectations for the future.

As the carbon tax is less than six weeks away, car-

bon emission reduction technology will come into clear

focus once again, as real money savings will occur with

real carbon emission reductions.

Traditional forms of investment are not showing

strong returns, so there is solid motivation for investors

to consider the next big eco positive product or service.

Graydon Smith, Manager, Venture Capital Funds at

AusIndustry opened the Forum with a video message

from the Minister for Industry and Innovation, Climate

Change and Energy Efficiency, Greg Combet. Mr

Combet's message was that 40 per cent of the carbon

price revenue would be directed to assist business.

Most of the funding will be directed to highly emissions

intensive activities to reduce emissions.

Graydon Smith went on to say that $800 million is

reserved for Clean Technology Investment, $200 mil-

lion for Clean Technology Food and Foundries and

$200 million for Clean Technology Innovation. $10

billion has been set aside over the next five years for re-

newable energy and clean energy through the Clean En-

ergy Finance Corporation. $3.2 million has also been

set aside from 2012 to 2020 for investment in R&D,

demonstration and commercialisation of renewable en-

ergy through the Australian Renewable Energy

Agency.

AusIndustry is looking for these investments to be

cash flow positive by careful and judicious investment

decisions.

There are a wide range of investment options avail-

able to early stage companies and the Australian Small

Scale Offerings Board (ASSOB) is an organisation that

brings early stage companies and investors together.

According to Paul Niederer, the CEO of ASSOB, in the

last five years ASSOB has created 2,328 investments

by 2,005 investors. ASSOB is certainly an organisation

for very early stage investments. 176 companies have

received investment in the last five years and 152 are

still operational, which shows that ASSOB's selection

of companies is well ahead of the curve. The ASSOB

due diligence process is solid and they significantly re-

duce the investment risk by their investment system.

The average amount invested per company is $503,305

and the highest amount raised by a company in the last

five years is $3,540,000.

Another organisation which brings investors and

early stage companies together is Kixstaart Innovation

Group. The founder and Group Managing Director of

Kixstaart, John Rivett, outlined that investment funding

coming through Kixstaart includes Kixstaart's own

funding, AusFirst Angel Investors, AusFirst Invest-

ment Companies (AusFirst is an associated company to

Kixstaart), private and industry funding, VC Funds,

business migrants and grants.

Kixstaart also offers strategic advice and mentoring,

promotion and marketing, compliance and assistance in

applying for government grants. Kixstaart becomes

very involved with companies through nominee direc-

tors, recruitment and 'milestone spending' planning.

Some of the companies with whom Kixstaart works

include environmentally positive companies such as

Alternative Energy International, Big Char, Blue Hy-

dro, Multigen and QuickIR Cuisine.

Southern Cross Venture Partners is one of AusIn-

dustry's fund managers and Gareth Dando outlined how

Southern Cross is the only Australia-US fund manager

with offices in Sydney and Silicon Valley. Southern

Cross manages a Renewable Energy Venture Capital

(REVC) fund to encourage the development of Austra-

lian companies that are commercialising renewable en-

ergy technologies. There are particular criteria for

companies looking for investment in their early stage

development but their REVC program is for companies

with annual revenue of less than $20 million. Southern

Cross's involvement in China and the US mean there

are investors from these markets that can help open up

new markets.

Southern Cross has a significant track record of suc-

cessful exits.

Philip Galloway of CVC Limited also presented at

the Forum. Mr Galloway outlined CVC's 10 years of in-

vesting in sustainable investments. CVC have $90.6

million invested in 17 deals and had realizations of

$80.5 million so far. Their gross return over the period

is 16.69 per cent and the profit is $25.2 million. Philip

Galloway makes the prediction that green energy pro-

duction, particularly photovoltaic cell energy produc-

tion, will be more cost effective than "black energy"

(fossil fuel) power by 2013.

Philip Galloway's advice to entrepreneurs is to

"make a profitable sale, don't depend on government
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policy and manage the 'capital intensity' trap". Promis-

ing market sectors include industries that help people to

'live greener', energy efficient solutions and distributed

generation, according to Mr Galloway.

Green IT is also a significant growth area and An-

drew Stead, Founder of Ignition Labs and Director of

Business Development at ATP Innovations outlined the

advantages of a business accelerator, particularly ori-

ented to technology that focuses on resource efficiency.

Ignition Labs offers business development programs,

mentors, investment capital and an investor roadshow.

Andrew also identified the continuing interest in green

technology.

Other investment network organisations included

Wholesale Investor, which brings investors together

with unique business opportunities. Steve Torso, the

Managing Director of Wholesale Investor, outlined the

investment opportunities they deliver. These include

merger and acquisition opportunities, unique funds and

funding, IPO opportunity profiling, public company

profiling and private company profiling.

Two eco innovation companies presented at the Fo-

rum. The first, BioGill, has a biogill technology that is

marketed as a "Nano-Particulate Membrane Bioreac-

tor" creating a high growth environment for bacteria

and fungi. The technology delivers a wastewater treat-

ment system with 10 to 15 times the treating biomass of

competing biological wastewater treatment systems.

John West, the CEO of BioGill, outlined what he

had learned with his experience in commercialisation.

This includes, "get the right team, understand the mar-

ket you operate in, learn as much as you can about the

benefits your technology delivers, think differently

(your technology is new, so traditional thinking may

not work), make improvement decisions sooner not

later, take the easiest route to market, look for support

from government and associations and it always takes

longer than you think".

The other eco innovation company presenting at the

forum, Nova e Plus (formerly Into Green Energy Lim-

ited), has developed an energy efficient solar thermal

power generation system for commercial and domestic

users as well as providing a range of energy saving

technology to the domestic and commercial market

place. Gregory Paxton, Head of Technology with Nova

E Plus, Managing Director of Into Green Energy, out-

lined how important business planning and due dili-

gence were in the development of the business.

Finally, intellectual property is a significant issue

and is normally all a start-up company has to offer in

looking for investors. Scott Bouvier, a partner at King

& Wood Mallesons, showed how poorly structured pat-

ent applications can cause significant legal problems

further down the development road. According to Mr

Bouvier, "assessing patent rights, developing profes-

sional patent strategies, managing a company's trade

secrets, considering trade mark issues, identifying un-

derlying license agreements and reviewing them regu-

larly is an essential corporate discipline".

By bringing together organizations which represent

potential sources of funding and professional advice,

the Eco Innovation Forum offers a range of opportuni-

ties and a number of contacts that any start-up business

should find very valuable and it was all in one room.

The mood of the Eco Innovation Forum was very

positive because as we move into a carbon tax eco-

nomic environment, the green technology and low

emission product industry should come into sharper fo-

cus.
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Eco Investor Premium is Austra-

lia’s leading research tool for envi-

ronmentally positive investments.

It gives full access to the Eco In-

vestor website including:

- A listing of 100 environmentally

positive stocks on the ASX by busi-

ness stage and industry sector.

- All back copies of Eco Investor

Magazine.

- All editions of Eco Investor Up-

date.

- A word search facility to search all

editions of Eco Investor Magazine and

Eco Investor Update.

- An environmentally positive analy-

sis of each company (in progress).

- Index of key (how to) articles on

environmental investment.

- Subscribers to Eco Investor Pre-

mium automatically receive Eco Inves-

tor Magazine and Eco Investor Update

as they are published.

See www.ecoinvestor.com.au
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